Using a concept called subgeneral position and adapting a weight function created by E. I. Nochka, this work proves the Cartan's conjecture on defect relations for a degenerate meromorphic map from a parabolic manifold into a projective space.
In value distribution theory, defect relations for a nondegenerate meromorphic map are well known. When the map is degenerate, the situation is not so good. A defect relation was conjectured by H. Cartan [1] in 1933. It remained unproved until 1982 when Nochka [4] was published. Nochka [4] deals with only a degenerate meromorphic curve; i.e., the domain of the map has dimension one. When the domain has dimension greater than one, no defect relations for degenerate meromorphic maps have been known. After a discussion of the Second Main Theorem, this work has succeeded in establishing a Nevanlinna defect relation for a meromorphic map (degenerate or nondegenerate) from a parabolic manifold into a projective space. The defect relation is rather general. It contains as special cases all the known Nevanlinna defect relations for such kind of meromorphic maps.
The basic idea of this work is very simple: transform the problem with a degenerate meromorphic map into the one with a nondegenerate meromorphic map. The difficulty is, after such a transformation, the originally given hyperplanes in general position become hyperplanes not in general position. We overcome this obstacle by introducing a concept called subgeneral position (see Chen [2, 3] ).
The defect relation comes from the Second Main Theorem, while the latter depends on two inequalities: the Product to Sum Estimate and the Ahlfors Estimate. Degeneracy of a map does not affect the Ahlfors Estimate, but it does affect the Product to Sum Estimate. To build a desired Product to Sum Estimate, we adapt a weight function created by Nochka [4] and proved in Nochka [5] .
To save pages and to make basic ideas clearer, we take two steps: first, we prove only a result for hyperplane targets, the defect relations for associated maps are referred to Chen [2] ; second, we make the preliminaries for this work very brief. Some basic concepts are used in this work without definition. The details of them can be found in Stoll [6] . Part A of Stoll [7] is also good enough.
Preliminaries
Let V be a complex vector space of dimension k + 1 with 1 < k < oo. Let V* be the dual vector space. Denote Z[a, b] = {x \ x is an integer, a < x < b} and Q = Z [l, q] . Let {o,}jeG be a family of vectors in V* -{0} and aj = P(a;.) e P(K*). If P C Q, then denote H(P) = spanfa,. \ j £ P} and d(P) -dim H(P). Suppose the integers k, n and q satisfy n > k > 1 and 2n-k+l<q<oo.
Definition 0.1 (Chen [2, 3] ). {<Xj}jeQ are called in w-subgeneral position if any n + 1 of them generate V*. {<z;};€(2 afe called in rc-subgeneral position iff {aj}j€Q are in w-subgeneral position.
Lemma 0.2 (Chen [2, 3] ). Suppose I e Z[l, q], {a,},6!2 ore in n-subgeneral position and k:
Denote E(a, b] = {x \ x is a real number, a < x < b} . Theorem 0.3 (Nochka weight function; see Chen [2, 3] , Nochka [4, 5] ). Suppose {a } jeQ are in n-subgeneral position. Then there exists a Nochka weight function co.Q-y K(0, 1] and a Nochka constant 6 > 1 such that (1) 0 < co(j) -d<\ for all j eQ; (2)q-2n + k-l = 6-(£«=1 co(j) -k-l); (3) (n + \)/(k +l)<d<(2n-k + \)/(k + 1); (A) If PCQ and 0 < #P < n + 1, then \ZjeP ">U) < d(P).
Now we list some general assumptions (undefined concepts are referred to Stoll [6] or part A of Stoll [7] ):
(Al) M is a connected complex manifold of dimension m ; (A2) t is a parabolic exhaustion on M; (A3) V is a Hermitian vector space with dimension k + 1 > 2; 
Remark. (A6) implies that / is linearly nondegenerate.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Assume (A1)-(A7) hold. If A C M, t £ R+ , we define A[t] = A n {x e M \ t(x) < t2}, A(t) = AD{x e M | x(x) = t2}. Let u = ddcT, to = ddclogT, a = rfclogt A (om~ . We know that they are all nonnegative. Let AT = {r G K+ | dx(x) #0, Vxe A/"(r)} . Then the set R+ -AT has measure zero. Stoll [6, p. 133] says for all reAt, £ = /M, , <t is a positive constant. For 0 < p < k, let f be the pth associated map of /, let Qp be the Fubini-Study form on P(Ap+1 V). Define Af(t) = t2-2mf £(«,) A«/"-'. . zeS [r] Define Nv(r, s) = fs nv(t)dt/t. Let nf be the a-divisor of /. Let d be the zero divisor of f . When p = k, we obtain the Wronskian divisor dk . Since we use reduced representation for f0 = f, we have always d0 = 0. We denote d_x =0. The divisor lp = dp_x -2dp + dp+x > 0 is called the pth stationary index. We have Theorem 0.5 (Plucker Difference Formula; Stoll [6, Theorem 7.6, p. 150] ).
Assume (A1)-(A7). Then for almost all s eAr, r e AT with 0 < s < r.
N,(r,s) + Tf (r,s)-2Tf(r,s) + Tf (r, s) = Sp(r) -Sp(s) + RicT(r, s),
where \X\zx(r, s) is the Ricci function of M defined in Stoll [6, (7.40) Assume (A1)-(A8). Take s06At, For 0 < p < k and j G Q, we define
. Observe that 0 < B(r) < 1 for all r > 0. Using these notations, we have Lemma 0.8 (Stoll [6, p. 167, Lemma 11.5] ). For any e > 0, < C( 1 + e)2(3 log TAr, s) + log Y(r)) + e log r. The proof of these properties is direct. In fact, (1) is already proved. Also jt G 7( has been shown. Take j e It. If i = 0, then j0 = 0 < j . If / > 0, then j e It C A -At_x . Hence ;' > min(^4 -At_x) = ;',. Thus ji -min/. and (2) is proved. (3) and (4) Take any y G GJV). Then A G ZI1, t] exists such that y e U . Take 7 G 7 (c). Assume that j & I . Then $yLa,$2 > cr >c> SylaS2 , which is impossible. Hence Iy(c, Q) c Ix , #Iy(c, Q) < #IX . Applying (1.9) we obtain #Ix <n-p. Therefore #Iy(c, Q) < n -p for all y e Gp(V). Q.E.D. Proof. Abbreviate S = (k -p)Sp(r) + Y:jeQ0){j)(mf(r, a\ -mf^(r, a,.)).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Then Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 0.8 give us S < \kp + \{k -p) f log ( £ F^a/%) a <±kp + ^(k-p)(Z(l+e)2(3logTff(r,s) + logY(r)) + elogr).
Theorem 0.7 implies log Tf (r,s) < log TAr, s) + log+ log Y(r) + log+ Ric+(r, s) + * log r.
+ 3log+logT(r) + 31og+ Ric+(r, s)) + 3(k -p)elogr.
If we start with e/3(k -p) instead of e, then we get the lemma. Q.E.D. r-*oo Tf(r,s)
Dividing both sides of (2.4) in Theorem 2.3 by Tf(r, s) and letting r -* 00 and e -> 0, we obtain (2.9) D/+ 5>C/)W < k+ 1 + *^tH^/+*^±Mj>.
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Multiplying both sides of (2.9) by the Nochka constant 6 > 1, we obtain dDf + J2Sf(aJ)<J2^-^U))Sf(aj) + d(k + l)+dk{k + l) Uf + ^Yf) . 
We know that ?/ = p*\L: L -y V* is a linear isomorphism. In fact, r\ = p*\ L: L -y V* is an isometry and so we may identify V* with L such that n becomes the identity. Given aef(W*), suppose 0 ^ a G W* and a = P(a). Then
is well defined and is independent on the choice of a. We can write a -B + y with BeK and ye L. Then ||a||2 = ||/?||2 + ||y||2 , ||/(q)|| = ||/(y)|| = \\y\\. Hence Moreover the constant term 2n-k+l on the right-hand side is a sharp bound.
Remark. When dim Af = 1, (3.7) coincides with a result of Nochka [4] . When k = n, it becomes a result in Stoll [6] . Now we change the condition in (B8) from being in general position to being in 7Y-subgeneral position and set assumption Moreover the constant term 27V -k + 1 on the right-hand side is a sharp bound.
In a similar way we can reach the Second Main Theorem and defect relation for associated maps of g. But the calculations are much more complicated. Therefore we state only the simplest result of it without proof. More details are in Chen [2] . First we state an assumption: (C8) Let {Oj}j€q be elements of Gh(W*) that are in general position in P(Aa+i w) ■ Take aj e A/,+ i w* for 7 e G such that a; = P(a,) and suppose 
